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Abstract - PT Pertamina has Integrated Terminal Semarang Group to do the distribution of gasoline such as Premium (RON 
88), Pertamax (RON 92), Pertalite (RON 90), Biosolar (CN 51), and PertaminaDex(CN 53) to the consumers in Central Java 
area.However, Premium and Pertamax are supplied by direct import becausePertamax gasoline still needs to be blended with 
additive substance. The current manual process of additive blending/injections still have many risks and problems that 
mainly caused by no specific toolsand standardizations used during the manual blending/injection process. Performing 
injection in the pipe by direct blending in the pipe and putting pump to the receiving header completed with programmatic 
injection system is proven to be the most reliable solution for the problems as well as saving the importing cost up to IDR 
35,458,900.05 for each cargo. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
PT Pertamina has Integrated Terminal Semarang 
Group to do the distribution of gasoline such as 
Premium, Pertamax, Pertalite, Biosolar, and 
PertaminaDex to the consumers in Central Java 
area.However, Premium and Pertamax are supplied 
by direct import becausePertamax gasoline still needs 
to be mixed with additive substance. 
Meanwhile Pertamax still needs to get additive 
(including dyes and other substances), there are also 
many suppliers or traders who have difficulties in 
providing specific additive materials or performing 
additive injection/blending, that leads to the needed 
of additive injection/blending in TBBM. 
Nevertheless, if additive injection is implemented in 
Fuel Terminal, there will be some other problems 
such as: 
1. Unprepared injection tools 
2. Unprepared human resources 
3. Unsafe condition form manual processing 
Other than those problems, there are also some risks 
during the manual blending process that will lead to: 
1. The need of additional time to do manual 

blending 
2. The need of more workers to do manual process 
3. There will be some additional cost because of 

additional time and workers 
4. The safety risks that may rise during the process 

because of the sub-standard tools. 
Determining priority of root causes is performed by 
analysing Pareto diagram as shown in the fig 1, with 
description as below: 
1. There is no specific facility for the additive 

blending / injection activity to the storage tank 
(34.48%) 

2. There is no standardization of additive blending / 
injection activities in the tank (34.48%) 

3. There is no supporting Environment (20.44%) 
4. Blending operators are incompetent (10.60%) 
 

 
Figure 1. Pareto Diagram Priority Root Cause 

 
Moreover, based on diagram pareto in the figure.1, 
the priority root causes of the problems are: 
1. There is no specific tools for additive blending or 

injection process to the storage tank 
2. There is no standardization in additive blending 

or injection process in the tank 
To overcome those priority root causes, the team had 
these following alternative solutions: 
1. Performing injection in tank by blending inside 

the tank (putting injector pump to the tank by 
mixer jet) 

2. Performing injection in pipe by direct blending in 
the pipe (putting pump to the receiving header 
completed with programmed injection system) 

3. Performing injection during the distribution 
(putting injection pipe to the distribution path 
completed with injector meter) 

 
II. SKID ADDITIVE INJECTION SYSTEM AND 
DYES 
 
After comparing three alternative solutions above 
with cost, installation time, equipment, blending 
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flexibility, and operational factors as the comparison 
parameters, our chosen alternative solution 
wasperforming injection in the pipe by direct 
blending in the pipe (putting pump to the receiving 
header completed with programmatic injection 
system). 
  
 

Figure 2. Documentation Unsafe Condition during Blending 
Process at Integrated Terminal Semarang Group 

 

To support the chosen solution, we madeSkid 
Additive Injection System and Dyesas shown in the 
Figure 3, with specifications and design as follows: 
 
1. Ultrasonic Flowmeter Clamp On (for Flowrate 

up to 2000kL/hour) 
2. Skid Frame 
3. Shelter for Skid and Drums (area 4.0 m L x 9.5 

m W) 
4. Tank for Additive 
5. Tank for Dyes 
6. Injection Pump for Additive 
7. Injection Pump for Dyes 
8. Block Injector for Additive and Dyes 
9. Pipe and Instrumentation of Injection Module 
10. Electrical 
11. Portable Transfer Pump for Additives and Dyes 

Refilling 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. P&ID injeksi additive 

 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
The new system is proven to solve the current problems and exceed the Pertamina standard because there is no 
current innovation in manual additive blending thus lead to several unsafe conditions as shown in the Figure 4. 
This system makes the additive blending process becomes safer because of its programmatic system. 
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Figure 4. Pareto Diagram Priority Root Cause after Emendation 

Moreover, below are the result details, reviewed by QCDSM factors: 
QCDSM Initial Issue/Problem Emendation Result 

QUALITY Gasoline product is not homogenous and the 
additive ratio is also not accurate that leads to poor 
quality of gasoline. 

The ratio of additive/dyes can be set more 
accurately using a digital system that can lead to 
blending consistency until 100%. 

COST Inaccurate additive usage can lead to financial loss Giving additive/dyes can be done independently 
and also eliminating Pertamax import cost which 
can lead to a much cheaper buying price, 69.63 
USD/Bbl with an average of 7,950 KL for each 
cargo (save IDR 35,458,900.05 per cargo). 

DELIVERY Blending process can only be done after the gasoline 
is already in the tank 

Additive Blending is done inside the pipe 
concurrently while receiving, thus the tank will be 
instantly filled with the product that has been 
homogenous with additive and ready to be 
distributed without waiting for 24 hours to settling 
the additive. 

SAFETY There are 7 unsafe conditions during the manual 
blending process because of the sub-standard tools 
and process: 
Mobilisation of additive drum to the bundwall tank 
only use some wood plank; 
Operator is standing on the pipe to move the barrel 
in each bundwall 
The utilization of nylon water tube for 
chemical/additive substances 
Additive injection is done by reinstating the PRV 
tools 
The utilization of compressor non EX inside tank 
farm area 
Additive injection through PRV return track is done 
by splash filling on top of the tank 
There are additive spills around the injection area. 

This blending process is more safe because it uses 
automated system that can eliminate unsafe 
process conditions. Whereas the old process 
contains 7 unsafe conditions. 

MORALE The manual blending process needs more workers 
meanwhile the organisation is not prepared to do it. 

The workers’ convenience is increasing after the 
new blending system implementation because the 
new blending system is much easier and only need 
less workers and it is proven by the increment of 
satisfaction rate from 2 to 4. 

Summary 
The problems in manual additive blending/injection 
can be solved by performing injection in the pipe by 
direct blending in the pipe completed with 
programmatic injection system that is explained in 
this paper. The application of this system is expected 
to eliminate all the unsafe conditions during current 
manual blending process as well as eliminating 

Pertamax import cost in Fuel Terminal Semarang 
Group up to IDR 35,458,900.05 per cargo.  
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